Shadows Of Death A Dorothy
Martin Mystery
As recognized, adventure as capably as experience practically
lesson, amusement, as competently as contract can be gotten by
just checking out a ebook Shadows Of Death A Dorothy Martin
Mystery in addition to it is not directly done, you could agree to
even more all but this life, with reference to the world.
We allow you this proper as without difficulty as simple showing
off to get those all. We manage to pay for Shadows Of Death A
Dorothy Martin Mystery and numerous ebook collections from
fictions to scientific research in any way. in the midst of them is
this Shadows Of Death A Dorothy Martin Mystery that can be
your partner.

To Perish in Penzance Jeanne M. Dams 2013-08-12
She was about twenty, with
long blond hair, and her body
was found a few days after she
fell from the cliffs to her death
on the rocks below. No one
identified her; no one reported
a missing girl. All the police
knew was her rough age, that
she’d had a child recently, and
that she was very underweight.
Her death was a mystery that
had haunted Alan Nesbitt,
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Dorothy Martin’s now-retired
chief constable husband, since
1968. It didn’t matter that the
incident had happened more
than thirty years earlier; under
the pretence of a ‘vacation’ to
Cornwall, Dorothy was going to
get to the bottom of the
mystery for Alan . . . and
uncover a new one while she
was at it.
Death in the Garden City Jeanne M. Dams 2019-12-01
American Anglophile Dorothy
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Martin heads to the
picturesque city of Victoria on
Vancouver Island to investigate
a series of petty crimes – that
soon turn deadly. When
Dorothy Martin and her expoliceman husband Alan are
asked by some good friends to
look into a series of petty
crimes that are perplexing the
local Mounties in the
picturesque Canadian city of
Victoria, they immediately
jump on a plane to British
Columbia and settle themselves
into the heart of the local
community. Drinking
champagne with the local
businessman and would-be
politician as well as cups of tea
with the local recluse, they
infiltrate all ranks of Victoria
society. But when a young
woman goes missing and a
body is discovered, it would
appear that the petty crimes
have turned deadly. With their
ability to get to the root of a
crime and dig out the culprit,
it’s not long before Dorothy
and Alan realize they have
embarked on a trip that will
become far more dangerous
than they ever envisaged...
shadows-of-death-a-dorothy-martin-mystery

A Presumption of Death - Jill
Paton Walsh 2007-04-01
Sixty years after Dorothy L.
Sayers began her unfinished
Lord Peter Wimsey novel,
Thrones Dominations, Booker
Prize finalist Jill Paton Walsh
took on the challenge of
completing the manuscript--with extraordinary success.
"The transition is seamless,"
said the San Francisco
Chronicle; "you cannot tell
where Sayers leaves off and
Walsh begins." "Will Paton
Walsh do it again?" wondered
Ruth Rendell in London's
Sunday Times. "We must hope
so." Jill Paton Walsh fulfills
those hopes in A Presumption
of Death. Although Sayers
never began another Wimsey
novel, she did leave clues.
Drawing on "The Wimsey
Papers," in which Sayers
showed various members of the
family coping with wartime
conditions, Walsh has devised
an irresistible story set in
1940, at the start of the Blitz in
London. Lord Peter is abroad
on secret business for the
Foreign Office, while Harriet
Vane, now Lady Peter Wimsey,
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has taken their children to
safety in the country. But war
has followed them there--glamorous RAF pilots and even
more glamorous land-girls
scandalize the villagers, and
the blackout makes the
nighttime lanes as sinister as
the back alleys of London.
Daily life reminds them of the
war so constantly that, when
the village's first air-raid
practice ends with a real body
on the ground, it's almost a
shock to hear the doctor
declare that it was not enemy
action, but plain, old-fashioned
murder. Or was it? At the
request of the overstretched
local police, Harriet reluctantly
agrees to investigate. The
mystery that unfolds is every
bit as literate, ingenious, and
compelling as the best of
original Lord Peter Wimsey
novels.
Shadows of Death - Jeanne M.
Dams 2013-12-20
Dorothy Martin and her
husband, retired Chief
Constable Alan Nesbitt, go on a
trip to Orkney in Scotland to
visit an old friend and see some
intriguing Stone Age
shadows-of-death-a-dorothy-martin-mystery

excavations. They realize
there’s considerable dissension
between the archaeologists and
the principal donor for the
newest dig, a wealthy and
abrasive American. When a
more recent corpse is found at
the dig, various suspects are
named, but there’s not enough
evidence to bring a case
against anyone. Dorothy,
always sensitive to atmosphere
and the undercurrent of
tension pervading the project,
has become fascinated by the
strong aura of the ancient past
that pervades Orkney, and she
and Alan launch an unofficial
investigation into the murder.
Winter of Discontent - Jeanne
M. Dams 2004-12-01
Dorothy Martin's neighbor and
closest friend, Jane Langland,
has been having a fling with
Bill Fanshawe--or, as much of a
fling as two 80-year olds in a
small town are allowed. Now
there are rumors that Jane and
Bill may move in together, and
Dorothy needs to know exactly
what's happening. What
neither woman expects is that
Bill is missing, and that within
a day his body is going to be
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discovered in the tunnel under
the Sherebury town museum.
Why would anyone want to
harm a harmless old man, a
historian who loves the town
and the people who live there?
Given his age, and the strange
letter found in his hand,
Dorothy thinks that whatever
happened has its roots in
WWII. Everyone, including her
husband, retired police office
Alan, looks askance, but when
another old man is murdered--a
man who served at the same
RAF base as Bill--no one denies
Dorothy's suspicions may be
right. Dorothy investigates,
knowing that the best
Christmas gift she can give her
friend Jane is the truth about
what happened to Bill. And
Jane has a surprise of her own
for Dorothy... At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Busman's Honeymoon Dorothy L. Sayers 1995-02-24
Murder is hardly the best way
for Lord Peter and his bride,
the famous mystery writer
Harriet Vane, to start their
shadows-of-death-a-dorothy-martin-mystery

honeymoon. It all begins when
the former owner of their
newly acquired estate is found
quite nastily dead in the cellar.
All too quickly, what Lord Peter
had hoped would be a very
private and romantic stay in
the country has turned into a
most baffling case, with a
misspelled "notise" to the
milkman at its center and a
dead man who's been
discovered in a most intriguing
condition: with not a spot of
blood on his smashed skull and
not a penny less than six
hundred pounds in his pocket.
Body in the Transept - Jeanne
M. Dams 2012-12-22
For Dorothy Martin, a widowed
American who’s moved to the
England she so loves, the
Christmas service is painful
enough. It is her first holiday
without Frank. And stumbling
over the body of Canon Billings
does nothing to improve her
mood. Of course, she does get
to meet Chief Constable Alan
Nesbitt, and a good mystery on
a chilly English night does have
some appeal . . .
Little Souls - Sandra Dallas
2022-04-26
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Sandra Dallas's Little Souls is a
gripping tale of sisterhood,
loyalty, and secrets set in
Denver amid America’s last
deadly flu pandemic Colorado,
1918. World War I is raging
overseas, but it’s the home
front battling for survival. With
the Spanish Flu rampant,
Denver’s schools are converted
into hospitals, churches and
funeral homes are closed, and
nightly horse-drawn wagons
collect corpses left in the
street. Sisters Helen and Lutie
have moved to Denver from
Ohio after their parents’ death.
Helen, a nurse, and Lutie, a
carefree advertising designer
at Neusteter’s department
store, share a small, neat house
and each finds a local beau –
for Helen a doctor, for Lutie a
young student who soon
enlists. They make a modest
income from a rental
apartment in the basement.
When their tenant dies from
the flu, the sisters are thrust
into caring the woman’s small
daughter, Dorothy. Soon after,
Lutie comes home from work
and discovers a dead man on
their kitchen floor and Helen
shadows-of-death-a-dorothy-martin-mystery

standing above the body, an
icepick in hand. She has no
doubt Helen killed the
man—Dorothy’s father—in selfdefense, but she knows that
will be hard to prove. They
decide to leave the body in the
street, hoping to disguise it as
a victim of the flu. Meanwhile
Lutie also worries about her
fiance “over there”. As it
happens, his wealthy mother
harbors a secret of her own
and helps the sisters as the
danger deepens, from the
murder investigation and the
flu. Set against the backdrop of
an epidemic that feels all too
familiar, Little Souls is a
compelling tale of sisterhood
and of the sacrifices people
make to protect those they love
most.
A Vow of Compassion Veronica Black 1998-10-15
Murder at the Castle - Jeanne
M. Dams 2013-06-01
Dorothy Martin is in Wales for
an opera full of passion, drama
. . . and murder. Dorothy
Martin and her husband,
retired Chief Constable Alan
Nesbitt, are invited to join their
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close friends Nigel and Inga
Evans at a Welsh music festival
where both Nigel and Inga will
be performing with the worldrenowned conductor Sir John
Warner. Amid the glorious
surroundings of Welsh castles
and the history of long-ago
battles, the stage is set for a
most enjoyable festival.
However, when a tragic
accident takes the life of one of
the choir, and the same fate
befalls another performer,
Dorothy and Alan find
themselves in the midst of an
investigation as tumultuous,
passionate and complicated as
any opera.
The Heirloom Murders Kathleen Ernst 2011
Chloe Ellefson, a curator for
the Old World Wisconsin
museum, is drawn into an
investigation when a murder
victim is discovered at the
museum, suspecting that
someone is after the historic
Eagle Diamond.
Malice in Miniature - Jeanne M.
Dams 2013-02-01
When Dorothy Martin gets a
call from her friend Ada Finch,
whose gardener son has been
shadows-of-death-a-dorothy-martin-mystery

arrested for the attempted
theft of an antique dolls’ tea set
from the Miniatures Museum
at the imposing Brocklesby
Hall, she doesn’t hesitate to
offer her services to clear his
name. But when theft leads to
murder, Dorothy discovers
there are big secrets hidden in
the rooms filled with
miniatures.
Killing Cassidy - Jeanne M.
Dams 2001-07-01
Dorothy Martin has begun to fit
in quite comfortably in her new
home in England, and looks
forward to some quiet time
with her husband, Alan
Nesbitt, now retired from the
police force. But then the letter
arrives. An old acquaintance in
Hillsburg, Indiana, has died
and left her a small
inheritance. It seems an excuse
for a well-deserved vacation.
But Dorothy should have
known better. Along with the
money, Kevin Cassidy has left a
note suggesting that if he dies,
he's been murdered.
Getaway With Murder - Diane
Kelly 2021-10-26
Getaway With Murder is the
first in a cozy series from Diane
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Kelly set in a lodge in the Blue
Ridge Mountains, where
secrets hide behind every hill.
As if hitting the half-century
mark wasn’t enough, Misty
Murphy celebrated her
landmark birthday by amicably
ending her marriage and
investing her settlement in a
dilapidated mountain lodge at
the top of the Blue Ridge
Mountains. With the old inn
teetering on both a bluff and
bankruptcy, she must have lost
her ever-loving mind. Luckily,
handyman Rocky Crowder has
a knack for rehabbing virtual
ruins and for doing it on a
dime, and to Misty’s delight,
the lodge is fully booked on
opening night, every room
filled with flexible folks who’d
slipped into spandex and
ascended the peak for a yoga
retreat with plans to namastay
for a full week. Misty and her
guests are feeling zen—at least
until the yoga instructor is
found dead. With a killer on the
loose and the lodge’s
reputation hanging in the
balance, Misty must put her
detective-skills to the test. Only
one thing is as clear as a sunny
shadows-of-death-a-dorothy-martin-mystery

mountain morning—she must
solve the crime before the
lodge ends up, once again, on
the brink.
A Dark and Stormy Night Jeanne M. Dams 2011-08-01
The new Dorothy Martin
mystery When Dorothy Martin
and her husband, retired Chief
Constable Alan Nesbitt, are
invited to a country house
weekend, they expect nothing
more explosive than the Guy
Fawkes fireworks. Having read
every Agatha Christie ever
written, Dorothy should have
known better. Rendered
isolated and incommunicado by
the storm, Dorothy and Alan
nevertheless manage to work
out what in the world has been
happening at ancient Branston
Abbey.
Death in Daylesford - Kerry
Greenwood 2021-06-01
The 7 year wait is over—Miss
Fisher is back in a new
adventure! "The real star is
Phryne with her Jazz Age
fashions, devil-may-care
attitude, and dry narrative
wit."—Booklist Taking the
waters has never been more
delicious—or dangerous...
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When a mysterious invitation
for a spa vacation arrives for
Miss Phryne Fisher from an
unknown retired Captain
Herbert Spencer, Phryne's
curiosity is piqued. Spencer
runs a retreat in Victoria's
rural spa country for shellshocked veterans of World War
I. It's a cause after Phryne's
own heart, but what can
Spencer want from her?
Phryne and her faithful servant
Dot set out for Daylesford,
viewing their rural sojourn as a
short holiday. While Dot gets to
know the remarkable women
who run the hotel where they
are lodging, Phryne enjoys an
enticing meal—and
dessert—with the attractive
Captain Spencer. But their
relaxation is short-lived as they
are thrown into treacherous
Highland gatherings, a
mysterious case of
disappearing women, and a
string of murders committed
under their very noses.
Meanwhile, back at home,
Phryne's three wards are busy
solving a mystery of their own
when a schoolmate is found
floating facedown near the
shadows-of-death-a-dorothy-martin-mystery

docks—and pregnant at the
time of her death. Read the
novels that inspired both the
Miss Fisher Murder Mysteries
and the Ms. Fisher's Modern
Mysteries streaming series on
AcornTV. Phryne Fisher
Mysteries by Kerry Greenwood
Cocaine Blues Flying Too High
Murder on the Ballarat Train
Praise for the Phryne Fisher
Mysteries "Anyone who hasn't
discovered Phryne Fisher by
now should start making up for
lost time."—Booklist "Phryne
handsomely demonstrates once
more that even a compulsion to
explore every mystery that
comes her way needn't
interfere with her appetite for
life."—Kirkus Reviews
The Murder at Sissingham
Hall - Clara Benson
2013-03-16
"It's absolutely delightful, and I
would recommend it to anyone
who's a fan of Sarah Caudwell,
or Agatha Christie, or anyone
who loves really clever British
murder mysteries set in the
'20s." - Gillian Flynn, author of
Gone Girl. On his return from
South Africa, Charles Knox is
invited to spend the weekend
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at the country home of Sir
Neville Strickland, whose
beautiful wife Rosamund was
once Knox's fiancee. But in the
dead of night Sir Neville is
murdered. Who did it? As
suspicion falls on each of the
house guests in turn, Knox
finds himself faced with
deception and betrayal on all
sides, and only the enigmatic
Angela Marchmont seems to
offer a solution to the mystery.
This 1920s whodunit will
delight all fans of traditional
country house murder stories.
The Carter File - Diana Xarissa
2021-07-13
Julie Carter was celebrating
her high school graduation
with five friends on a rainy
weekend in 1985. Her murder
is the third case that Andrew
Cheatham presents to his cold
case unit. One of the five
people at the cottage with Julie
killed her, but, more than a
decade later, no one has ever
been arrested. Bessie is
determined to get justice for
poor Julie, but she's also busy
with other things. Christmas at
the Castle is less than a month
away, and her friend, Grace, is
shadows-of-death-a-dorothy-martin-mystery

worried about a friend of hers
who has gone missing. Can
Bessie help Andrew and the
others work out what happened
in the luxury cottage during
graduation weekend? Can she
find Grace's friend? And can
she talk some sense into Andy
Caine, who seems determined
to marry the wrong woman?
Sins Out of School - Jeanne M.
Dams 2013-08-01
Dorothy Martin wanted to have
a traditional Thanksgiving
dinner for her husband, Alan
and some of her friends – a real
taste of home. Then came the
call from the school, asking
Dorothy to fill in because
teacher Amanda Doyle hadn’t
shown up. Three days later, on
Thanksgiving, the second call
came: John Doyle had been
murdered and Amanda was the
suspect. Would Dorothy mind
caring for their daughter
Miriam for the day? Dorothy
had already sensed that
something was not right in the
Doyle household: John was
clearly emotionally abusive,
and the church they belonged
to held some very strange ideas
about sin and punishment. Now
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Amanda and Miriam need her
to prove Amanda’s innocence,
and Dorothy unravels a nasty
knot of family secrets.
Constable in the Farmyard Nicholas Rhea 1999
There is crime to solve when a
smallholder gets his wages
stolen, raiders are disturbed on
a lonely farm, and garden
equipment is being stolen.
Constable Nick copes with it
all. Part of the Constable series
which inspired the largely
successful TV series Heartbeat.
A Vow of Poverty - Veronica
Black 1996
In the midst of trying to raise
funds for the Order of the
Daughters of Compassion,
Sister Joan finds out that two
teenagers have been murdered
and that someone has been
sneaking around the convent,
and sets out to unlock the
mystery.
A Death at Seascape House Emma Jameson 2021-04-27
With its sweeping sandy
beaches and rolling emerald
hills, the island of St.
Morwenna is an idyllic escape.
But behind the perfectly
pruned primroses and
shadows-of-death-a-dorothy-martin-mystery

neighborly smiles a killer lies in
wait... When librarian Jemima
Jago is offered the opportunity
to catalogue Cornwall's largest
collection of antique shipwreck
records it is a dream come
true. The only problem? The
collection is housed on the
island of St. Morwenna, the
childhood home she left years
ago and vowed never to return
to. Shortly after Jem arrives
back in town, island busybody
and notorious grump Edith
Reddy is found dead, with duct
tape clamped over her mouth
and nose. Jem, caught
seemingly red-handed at the
scene of the crime, mistakenly
becomes the police's number
one suspect. The handsome
Sergeant Hackman in
particular can't seem to leave
Jem alone... Jem must take
matters into her own hands if
she wants to clear her name.
Snooping around Edith's oncegrand home, she is struck by
the mess before her. The
bedroom is completely
ransacked and in the living
room all the photographs have
been removed from their
frames. Was Edith's death
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simply a break-in gone wrong,
or is there more to the mystery
that the police are missing?
Jem has a sharp eye for a clue
and she soon realizes that
many of the island's eccentric
residents had reason for
wanting Edith out of the way.
Could Declan, the curious café
owner, or Bart, the fishy
ferryman have killed Edith?
Jem won't rest until she
uncovers the truth, but doing
so will put her right in the
killer's line of sight... A totally
charming cozy mystery from
the New York Times and USA
Today bestselling author Emma
Jameson. Brimming with
intrigue and warm humor, fans
of Agatha Christie, Faith
Martin and Betty Rowlands will
love A Death at Seascape
House. What readers are
saying about Emma Jameson:
"Wow. I love it... so fabulous
that I stayed up half the night
finishing it! Joy!" Goodreads
reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "AMAZING
story! I just loved the
humorous banter." Goodreads
reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "I love, love,
love, this series!!! This book
was fabulously enjoyable!!!"
shadows-of-death-a-dorothy-martin-mystery

Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
The Dark Heart of Florence Tasha Alexander 2021-03-09
In the next Lady Emily
Mystery, The Dark Heart of
Florence, critically acclaimed
author Tasha Alexander
transports readers to the
legendary city of Florence,
where Lady Emily and Colin
must solve a murder with clues
leading back to the time of the
Medici. In 1903, tensions
between Britain and Germany
are starting to loom over
Europe, something that has not
gone unnoticed by Lady Emily
and her husband, Colin
Hargreaves. An agent of the
Crown, Colin carries the
weight of the Empire, but his
focus is drawn to Italy by a
series of burglaries at his
daughter’s palazzo in
Florence—burglaries that
might have international
ramifications. He and Emily
travel to Tuscany where, soon
after their arrival, a stranger is
thrown to his death from the
roof onto the marble palazzo
floor. Colin’s trusted colleague
and fellow agent, Darius
Benton-Smith, arrives to assist
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Colin, who insists their mission
must remain top secret.
Finding herself excluded from
the investigation, Emily
secretly launches her own
clandestine inquiry into the
murder, aided by her spirited
and witty friend, Cécile. They
soon discover that the palazzo
may contain a hidden treasure
dating back to the days of the
Medici and the violent reign of
the fanatic monk,
Savonarola—days that resonate
in the troubled early twentieth
century, an uneasy time full of
intrigue, duplicity, and warring
ideologies. Emily and Cécile
race to untangle the cryptic
clues leading them through the
Renaissance city, but an
unimagined danger follows
closely behind. And when
another violent death puts
Emily directly in the path of a
killer, there’s much more than
treasure at stake...
Shadow and Bone - Leigh
Bardugo 2013-05-07
Orphaned by the Border Wars,
Alina Starkov is taken to
become the protegâe of the
mysterious Darkling, who
trains her to join the magical
shadows-of-death-a-dorothy-martin-mystery

elite in the belief that she is the
Sun Summoner, who can
destroy the monsters of the
Fold.
Crisis at the Cathedral Jeanne M Dams 2018-06-01
When a wealthy Iraqi couple
disappear following a concert
at Sherebury Cathedral,
American Anglophile Dorothy
Martin investigates. When
Dorothy Martin and her
husband Alan meet the wealthy
Ahmad family, they are
charmed by their courtesy,
their perfect English, their
delightful children and their
commitment to peace.
Following a concert at
Sherebury Cathedral, the
Ahmads offer to host a party
afterwards at the Rose and
Crown pub. But Mr and Mrs
Ahmad don’t show up. Their
children are asleep upstairs at
the inn, but the parents are
nowhere to be found . . . With
suspicions of kidnap and even
murder being raised, Dorothy
and Alan feel compelled to
assist the police and MI5 in
their efforts to find their new
friends, a search that will take
them to London and the murky
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world of big business, politics
and even terrorism . . .
The Famous Dar Murder
Mystery - Graham Landrum
2011-04-01
The search of the grave of a
Revolutionary War soldier
takes a bizarre turn when four
members of the Old Orchard
Fort chapter stumble on a
modern-day corpse. Though the
sheriff dismisses the body as a
transient battered in a drunken
brawl, one of the ladies,
organist Helen Delaporte, has
other ideas. First, there are the
victim's finely manicured
hands...and then there is the
map dropped at the scene of
the crime. Soon the members,
including feisty, eighty-sixyear-old Harriet Bushrow, are
rebels with a cause, mounting
an investigation of their own.
Of course, when the press
catches wind of it, they go to
town. the coveted publicity for
their chapter sets the ladies
reveling...until Helen's
windshield is showered with
bullets...and it's clear that their
new pet project could spell
deadly ends for them all. Told
in the alternating voices of
shadows-of-death-a-dorothy-martin-mystery

chapter members and other
colorful characters, Graham
Landrum's stunning debut
novel is the first in a delightful
series narrated by members of
the community of Borderville
(smack on the VirginiaTennessee line).
A Vow of Fidelity - Veronica
Black 1997-07-01
When Sister Joan returns to
London for a college reunion
and learns of the murder of
three of her ex-classmates, she
becomes drawn into a macabre
game with a killer acting upon
old grudges and bent on
revenge. Reprint.
The Missing Masterpiece Jeanne M. Dams 2017-09-01
Quelle horreur! A French
holiday leads to disaster for
American Anglophile Dorothy
Martin in this engaging new
cozy mystery. When Dorothy
Martin goes to France – alone
because Alan is stuck back
home in Sherebury with a
broken ankle – she worries
about her ability to get along in
a language she barely speaks,
and in a country she hasn’t
seen for over fifty years. But by
the time Alan joins her a week
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later, Dorothy has found
herself embroiled in one
mystery after another: a
woman drowning in quicksand;
a man suffering a near-fatal fall
in the abbey at Mont Saint
Michel; and a missing
American archaeologist – all
seemingly connected to a monk
named Abelard who has been
dead for almost nine hundred
years. It isn’t until another
body is discovered that
Dorothy’s ability to ‘think
outside the box’ finally
unravels the threads of a
despicable scheme.
Trouble in the Town Hall Jeanne M. Dams 2012-12-22
Dorothy Martin, an American
widow living in England, is on
her way to lunch with Alan
Nesbitt – chief constable, and
her own chief beau – when she
notices movement in the
abandoned town hall and can’t
resist a snoop. But what she,
and cleaning lady Ada Finch,
find in there is cause for
serious alarm: a dead body.
And, what’s worse, when
Dorothy leaves the building
some time later, she notices
the corpse’s arms have been
shadows-of-death-a-dorothy-martin-mystery

moved and its eyes closed . . .
Smile and be a Villain - Jeanne
M. Dams 2016-10-01
A holiday on the picturesque
island of Alderney leads to a
case of cold-blooded murder
for American Anglophile
Dorothy Martin. When Dorothy
Martin and her husband,
retired police detective Alan
Nesbitt, decide to visit the
beautiful island of Alderney in
the English Channel, they hope
for a pleasant, peaceful
holiday. It’s not to be. Taking a
walk on their very first day,
they discover a body,
apparently the victim of an
unfortunate accident, on a
precipitous hill path. The dead
man, they learn, is an American
named Abercrombie who had
made himself both loved and
hated during his few weeks on
the island. Although there is no
concrete evidence of foul play,
both Dorothy and Alan are
uneasy about the death and
decide to delve further. And
then they unearth some most
disquieting revelations . . .
The Bath Conspiracy - Jeanne
M. Dams 2021-05-01
American Anglophile Dorothy
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Martin is celebrating her
birthday in the historic city of
Bath, but the discovery of a
number of stolen artefacts
throws her plans awry. Retired
chief constable Alan Nesbit and
his wife Dorothy Martin are in
the beautiful historic city of
Bath to celebrate Dorothy's
birthday, enjoying the city's
elegant surroundings,
sightseeing, shopping - and
champagne. But the
celebrations are curtailed when
they discover a curious
assortment of loot in their car
boot during a trip to
Stonehenge - from precious
artefacts to cheap jumble sale
trinkets. The stolen items are
linked to various historic sites
in Bath, but how did they end
up in the Martins' car? As
Dorothy and Alan seek to prove
their innocence and catch a
thief, they are soon swept into
a conspiracy that runs much
deeper and darker . . .
Murder With a View - Diane
Kelly 2021-02-09
Murder With a View is the
third book in the delightful
cozy mystery series from Diane
Kelly set in Nashville,
shadows-of-death-a-dorothy-martin-mystery

Tennessee—where the real
estate market is to die for... A
DREAM PROPERTY Carpenter
Whitney Whitaker, her cousin
Buck, and guard-cat Sawdust
just scored a hot property near
downtown Nashville in a tax
sale. While the Music City
Motor Court might not be
much to look at now, the two
plan to transform the motel’s
twelve units into six onebedroom condominiums with
popular mid-century styling.
But surprises await when
Whitney discovers a squatter
living in Room 9 and her cat
Sawdust uncovers a body in the
bed next door. A LIVING
NIGHTMARE The murder
victim is none other than
Beckett Morgan, an up-andcoming country-western
singing sensation who’s taken
Nashville by storm with his
number-one hit “Party in the
Pasture.” Beckett’s left a long
trail of broken promises and
broken hearts, and the list of
suspects seems endless. So
does the line of female fans
intent on halting the flip and
turning the construction site
into a shrine for the deceased
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star. If Whitney and Buck don’t
help Detective Collin Flynn nail
the killer, they’ll never be able
to clear out the star-obsessed
groupies, complete the
remodel, and recoup their
investment. But just who
silenced the singer and why?
Hunting Shadows - Charles
Todd 2014-01-21
A dangerous case with ties
leading back to the battlefields
of World War I dredges up dark
memories for Scotland Yard
Inspector Ian Rutledge in
Hunting Shadows, a gripping
and atmospheric historical
mystery set in 1920s England,
from acclaimed New York
Times bestselling author
Charles Todd. A society
wedding at Ely Cathedral in
Cambridgeshire becomes a
crime scene when a man is
murdered. After another body
is found, the baffled local
constabulary turns to Scotland
Yard. Though the second crime
had a witness, her description
of the killer is so strange its
unbelievable. Despite his
experience, Inspector Ian
Rutledge has few answers of
his own. The victims are so
shadows-of-death-a-dorothy-martin-mystery

different that there is no rhyme
or reason to their deaths.
Nothing logically seems to
connect them—except the
killer. As the investigation
widens, a clear suspect
emerges. But for Rutledge, the
facts still don’t add up, leaving
him to question his own
judgment. In going over the
details of the case, Rutledge is
reminded of a dark episode he
witnessed in the war. While the
memory could lead him to the
truth, it also raises a prickly
dilemma. To stop a murderer,
will the ethical detective
choose to follow the letter—or
the spirit—of the law?
Fly Away - Kristin Hannah
2013-04-23
The #1 New York Times
bestselling author returns to
the characters in Firefly Lane
in her next blockbuster novel,
Fly Away. Once, a long time
ago, I walked down a nightdarkened road called Firefly
Lane, all alone, on the worst
night of my life, and I found a
kindred spirit. That was our
beginning. More than thirty
years ago. TullyandKate. You
and me against the world. Best
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friends forever. But stories
end, don't they? You lose the
people you love and you have
to find a way to go on. . . . Tully
Hart has always been larger
than life, a woman fueled by
big dreams and driven by
memories of a painful past. She
thinks she can overcome
anything until her best friend,
Kate Ryan, dies. Tully tries to
fulfill her deathbed promise to
Kate---to be there for Kate's
children---but Tully knows
nothing about family or
motherhood or taking care of
people. Sixteen-year-old Marah
Ryan is devastated by her
mother's death. Her father,
Johnny, strives to hold the
family together, but even with
his best efforts, Marah
becomes unreachable in her
grief. Nothing and no one
seems to matter to her . . . until
she falls in love with a young
man who makes her smile
again and leads her into his
dangerous, shadowy world.
Dorothy Hart---the woman who
once called herself Cloud---is at
the center of Tully's tragic
past. She repeatedly
abandoned her daughter, Tully,
shadows-of-death-a-dorothy-martin-mystery

as a child, but now she comes
back, drawn to her daughter's
side at a time when Tully is
most alone. At long last,
Dorothy must face her darkest
fear: Only by revealing the ugly
secrets of her past can she
hope to become the mother her
daughter needs. A single,
tragic choice and a middle-ofthe-night phone call will bring
these women together and set
them on a poignant, powerful
journey of redemption. Each
has lost her way, and they will
need each one another---and
maybe a miracle---to transform
their lives. An emotionally
complex, heart-wrenching
novel about love, motherhood,
loss, and new beginnings, Fly
Away reminds us that where
there is life, there is hope, and
where there is love, there is
forgiveness. Told with her
trademark powerful
storytelling and illuminating
prose, Kristin Hannah reveals
why she is one of the most
beloved writers of our day.
Holy Terror in the Hebrides
- Jeanne M. Dams 2013-02-01
Spending a peaceful vacation
on the charming Scottish island
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of Iona, Dorothy Martin’s
enjoyment is marred only by
her fellow travelling
companions, a bickering
American church tour. When
one of the group suffers a fatal
fall from a cliff, everyone
believes it to be an accident.
Everyone except Dorothy, that
is. With the police about to
close the case, Dorothy feels
bound to investigate. It’s a
decision she may regret.
The Gentle Art of Murder Jeanne M. Dams 2015-06-01
Murder threatens to disturb
the creativeness of Sherebury’s
art college One late-summer’s
evening, before the beginning
of the new term, Dorothy
Martin and her husband,
retired police detective Alan
Nesbitt, are guests at
Sherebury University art
department’s drinks party to
introduce the new teaching
assistant, sculptress Gillian
Roberts However, tragedy
strikes on a tour of the
sculpture department, when
the lift breaks down and a
corpse is discovered at the
bottom of the lift shaft. Dorothy
and Alan become involved in
shadows-of-death-a-dorothy-martin-mystery

the ensuing investigation,
putting their local knowledge
and sleuthing skills to good use
once again. But when another
member of the art faculty goes
missing and someone receives
threatening phone calls, it
seems the killer still has
something to hide and may
very well strike again . . .
A Killer's Christmas in Wales Elizabeth J. Duncan 2011-10-25
As the townsfolk of the Welsh
valley town of Llanelen settle in
for the snowiest winter in
twenty-five years, an American
stranger arrives. Harry
Saunders charms the ladies,
one of them in particular:
Evelyn Lloyd, the town's
former postmistress, who was
left comfortably off after the
death of her husband. After
Mrs. Lloyd invests a good deal
of money with him, Harry goes
missing, as does her money.
His body is soon discovered
outside the walls of Conwy
Castle, and Mrs. Lloyd is
implicated in the murder.
Although Penny Brannigan and
her business partner, Victoria
Hopkirk, are busy overseeing
the grand opening of their new
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spa, that doesn't stop Mrs.
Lloyd from desperately seeking
Penny's help to prove her
innocence. It's quite possible
that Harry made other enemies
while in Llanelen and Penny's
investigation unfolds while she
juggles her work at the spa,
her growing relationship with
Detective Inspector Davies,
and the Christmas window
competition that she signed up
to judge. With A Killer's
Christmas in Wales, Elizabeth
J. Duncan delivers a delightful
holiday-themed mystery.
Smokescreen - Betty
Rowlands 2010
When a bestselling author is
found dead in her bath, DC
Sukey Reynolds must search
for the most obvious suspect, a
disturbed fan who threatened
the author days before her
death and subsequently
disappeared.
Collateral Damage - Mark
Shaw 2021-06-01
If there had been no cover-up
of Robert Kennedy’s complicity
in the murder of Marilyn
Monroe in 1962 and he had
been prosecuted based on
compelling evidence at the
shadows-of-death-a-dorothy-martin-mystery

time, the assassination of JFK
by Bobby’s enemies would not
have happened—changing the
course of history and
preventing the murder of
media icon Dorothy Kilgallen.
In a breakthrough book that is
sure to be relevant for years to
come, bestselling author (The
Reporter Who Knew Too Much)
and distinguished historian
Mark Shaw investigates the
connection between the
mysterious deaths of motion
picture screen siren Marilyn
Monroe, President John F.
Kennedy, and What’s My Line?
TV star and crack investigative
reporter Dorothy Kilgallen. A
former noted criminal defense
attorney and network legal
analyst, Shaw provides an
illuminating perspective as to
how Robert Kennedy’s abuse of
power during the early 1960s
resulted in the murders of
Marilyn, JFK, and Dorothy.
Praise for Mark Shaw Books
The Reporter Who Knew Too
Much “The compelling story of
Dorothy Kilgallen, the
celebrated journalist once
called ‘the most powerful
female voice in America.’”
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—Nick Pileggi, author of
Wiseguy and Casino Denial of
Justice “A worthy sequel to the
mysterious whodunit that
snuffed out the brave reporter,
Denial of Justice is a true crime
thriller that seeks to undo the
label attached to Ms.
Kilgallen’s untimely demise.
Mark Shaw has done an
admirable and exemplary job in
his work. Do not miss!” —San
Francisco Book Review
Victim in Victoria Station Jeanne M. Dams 2013-04-01
A charming, quick-witted
woman of a certain age,
Dorothy Martin once more
finds herself embroiled in a
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most puzzling crime . . . and a
saga of greed, jealousy and
murder. The victim: a fellow
American, her seat companion
on a commuter train to London.
Dorothy is convinced he was
poisoned, yet the authorities’
response to her interest is
emphatic denial: there was no
man, no body, no crime.
Undaunted, Dorothy discovers
not only the victim’s shocking
identity, but also a deadly
game of corporate rivalry. She
takes a job in a London
software company, boldly
entering the hornet’s nest
where a cold and calculating
killer is waiting.
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